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Climate change is the single largest driver of Transformations in 
Mining Economies. 

But…mining sector stakeholders lack a complete framework to 
identify climate impacts. What exists is limited and disconnected.

Currently, most risks and opportunities of climate change are 
overlooked, putting huge risk on organisations and communities. 
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The Problem:
Understanding and managing 
climate impacts across the 
mining system



Key Findings
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1) Climate Impacts 
on Mining Systems

• A new framework for 
understanding diverse 
climate impacts

2) Climate Risks and 
Opportunities across 
the mining system

• A synthesis of risks 
and opportunities for 
the mining system 
driven by climate 
change

3) Organisational 
responses to climate 

change

• An analysis of how 
organisations across 
the mining ecosystem 
publicly respond to 
climate change

Other research 
included in the 

report

4. Climate scenarios for 
the mining sector

5. Quantifying critical 
parameters

6. Regional mapping

7. Review of Indigenous 
perspectives of 
climate change
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Climate Impacts on Mining Systems 

Industry operations

Operation
(Development and 

extraction)

EXAMPLE CLIMATE IMPACTS:
• Physical impacts

Current focus on physical impacts on mine operation
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Industry operations
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MINING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

EXAMPLE CLIMATE IMPACTS:
• Physical impacts

Some examination of physical impacts across other industry operations
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EXAMPLE CLIMATE IMPACTS:
• Physical impacts
• Financial impacts
• Transition impacts

Limited integration of financial and transition impacts on industry operations
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Critical gap in understanding diverse climate impacts across the broader mining system
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Post-mine 
futures

Closure
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future use) 

MINING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

EXAMPLE CLIMATE IMPACTS:
• Physical impacts
• Financial impacts
• Transition impacts

Critical gap in understanding diverse climate impacts across the broader mining system

…including closure



Types of climate impacts: 

Physical (Red)

Financial (Blue)

Transition (Green)

✓ Opportunities 

 Risks

Climate Risks and Opportunities 
across the mining system

Read this in our report

We synthesised risks and opportunities from: 

• Review of industry and academic literature 

• Survey of 57 industry professionals (53% owners and exec.)

• Two workshops with 64 stakeholders 

• Interviews



Mining under 3 climate scenarios: 1.5°C, 2°C, 3°C

1. Transformation of the Australian mining is inevitable: Transformation will occur either due 

to the transformation to a low-carbon economy to avoid high-level climate change, or 

because of the consequences of high levels of warming. 

2. Different trajectories for ‘tech’ minerals and fossil fuels: Fossil fuel development is 

incompatible with either Paris scenario (1.5°C or 2°C). Mining and processing ‘critical 

minerals’ creates substantial opportunities for regional development and job growth. 

3. Non-physical risks tend to receive less attention but have more significant consequences: 

Financial impacts, such as stranded assets and the shifting availability of investment, 

insurance, and approvals, present the most significant risks and opportunities to the 

Australian mining sector.

Key findings



Organisational responses to climate change

Forty-five organisations across the mining ecosystem were 
examined for their public responses to climate change. 

Mining companies (6)

Peak bodies (11) 

Finance (7) 

Supply chain (5) 

Australian federal agencies (4) 

Unions (6)

State policymakers (6)
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e.g. Extent of Climate Change discussion

The large majority (84%) of all 
organisations we examined 
discussed climate change issues, 
impacts, and/or policies in official 
publications. 



e.g. Discussion of Climate Risks

Most organisations did not discuss 
risks from climate change systemically.

Most types of risks were overlooked.
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DANGER: 

Unmanaged risks 



Organisational responses to climate change

1. Levels of agreement: Organisations’ views on climate change were generally aligned

in acknowledging climate change as a phenomenon, climate agreements, and the 

necessary transition to low carbon economy.

2. Limited scope of discussion: The scope of discussion of climate change impacts and actions 

is significantly underplayed and does not align with the actual risks and opportunities, nor the 

scale of impending transition of the mining sector. 

4. Indigenous voices are absent and need to be fully included in climate analysis and planning.

3. Discrepancy of dialogue vs action: There is a substantial conflict between organisations’ 

support of climate change mitigation and their reported actions.
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How can Industry use these findings?

• Use the Climate Impacts on Mining Systems
framework to inform desicions
• We can work with you to tailor it for your 

organisation or community

Six Colleges

Miners

METS

Indigenous

Regional 
development

Government 

Research

• Incorporate thorough analysis of climate risks and 
opportunities throughout:
• Strategic and financial planning 

• Policy development

• Risk assessments

• Enable Indigenous perspectives and knowledge to 
inform climate change mitigation and adaptation 
action

…and read the report for other key findings and tools.



Implications

By thoroughly understanding the impacts of climate 
change across the whole mining ecosystem, communities, 
businesses, and government bodies can manage risks and 
seize opportunities. 

This can help to:

• Build resilience in regional communities

• Avoid stranded assets and stranded communities

• Thrive among times of rapid change
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